
A ensus of ag-vetors of 4-polytopesAndrea H�oppner� G�unter M. Ziegler��Dept. Mathematis, MA 6-1Tehnishe Universit�at Berlin10623 Berlin, Germany[hoeppner,ziegler℄�math.tu-berlin.deOtober 18, 1999How lose to a omplete desription are the known onditions on the ag-vetors of4-dimensional onvex polytopes? We present a omputational study (in the POLY-MAKE framework) of this question. For small numbers of verties the onditionsare pretty good: only one \impossible ag-vetor" satis�es the onditions for f0 � 7,and only 12 for f0 = 8.(1) The set of all f -vetors of (onvex, bounded) d-polytopes has dimension d � 1: theonly linear relation is given by the Euler-Poinar�e equation. The orresponding set F(Pd)of all the ag-vetors of d-polytopes has dimension Fd � 1, where Fd is the d-th Fibonainumber (F0 = F1 = 1, Fk = Fk�1+Fk�2): their linear relations are given by the generalizedDehn-Sommerville equations of Bayer & Billera [6℄.(2) For d = 3, both the f -vetor and the ag-vetor of a 3-polytope is determined by(f0; f2). In these oordinates, the set of all f -vetors, and of all ag-vetors of 3-polytopesis ompletely desribed byf(f0(P ); f2(P )) : P 2 P3g = f(f0; f2) 2 Z2 : f0 � 2f2 � 4;f2 � 2f0 � 4g;a lassial result of Steinitz [12℄. In partiular, F(P3) has a �nite linear desription, sothe onvex hull onv(F(P3)) is losed, and all the integral points in this set are f -vetors,that is, onv(F(P3)) \ Z3 = F(P3). A omplete haraterization (involving non-linear�Current address: Andrea Tan, TLC Transport-, Informatik- und Logistik-Consulting GmbH, Bahn-hofstr. 36, 65185 Wiesbaden; Andrea.Tan�tl.de��Supported by a DFG Gerhard-Hess-Forshungsf�orderungspreis (Zi 475/1-2) and by the German IsraeliFoundation (G.I.F.) grant I-0309-146.06/93. 1



relations) is also available for simpliial d-polytopes with the \g-Theorem" of Stanley andBillera & Lee, but not for general d-polytopes and any d � 4.(3) For d = 4, the ag-vetor F(P ) of a 4-polytope P 2 P4 is given byF(P ) := (f0; f1; f3; f03)together with the linear relations quoted in (1). In these oordinates, the known onditionsand restritions on possible ag-vetors may be summarized as follows (see [5℄ and [7℄):(3.0) (f0; f1; f3; f03) 2 f1; 2; 3; : : :g4 � R4(3.1) Linear inequalities(3:1:1) � f0 + f1 +3f3 � f03 � 0(3:1:2) 2f0 + f1 � f03 � 0(3:1:3) 3f0 +3f3 � f03 � 10(3:1:4) 4f0 �4f1 + f03 � 0(3:1:5) f0 � 5(3:1:6) f3 � 5(3.2) Nonlinear inequalities(3:2:1) 2f0 � f1 �6f3 +2f03 � �f02 �(3:2:2) �5f0 � f1 + f3 +2f03 � �f32 �(3:2:3) f1 �4f3 + f03 � �f02 �(3:2:4) �5f0 + f1 + f3 + f03 � �f32 �(3.3) Exluded valuesF(P ) 62 f (7; 15; 7; 32); (7; 16; 8; 35);(8; 17; 7; 35); (8; 18; 8; 38); (8; 18; 8; 39);(8; 19; 10; 44); (8; 20; 11; 47); (8; 20; 11; 48);(10; 21; 8; 44); (11; 23; 8; 47); (11; 23; 8; 48) g:(4) Here are some omments on the onditions in (3).(4.1) The solution set of (3.1) is a 4-dimensional one whose apex is F(�4) = (5; 10; 5; 20).It has six faets and seven extreme rays, see Bayer [5℄.The onditions f0 � 5 and f3 � 5 an be derived from the other onditions:(3.1.1), (3.1.4), (3.2.1) and (3.2.3) together yield f0(f0 � 3) � 10f3, so (3.0) yields f0 � 5.Dually, one obtains f3 � 5.(4.2) The four quadrati onditions of (3.2) are onave, that is, the omplements of thesolution sets are (stritly) onvex. For example, using oordinates that inlude x1 = f0 and2



x2 = �2f1 � 12f3 + 4f03, the ondition (3.2.1) is 2x1 + 12x2 � �x12 �, that is, x2 � x21 � 5x1.This implies for ag-vetors with equality that no non-trivial onvex ombination maybe a ag-vetor. For example, F1 = F(�4) = (5; 10; 5; 20) and F2 = (8; 22; 11; 50) areag-vetors of simple 4-polytopes with equality in both (3.2.1) and (3.2.3), and hene theonvex ombinations 23F2 + 13F2 = (6; 14; 7; 30) and 13F1 + 23F2 = (7; 18; 9; 40) violate thesame onditions.In partiular, F(P4) is not onvex:F(P4) 6= onvF(P4) \ Z4:(It is also known that onvF(P4) is not losed.)(4.3) For all i < j, the possible pairs (fi; fj) for 4-polytopes were determined by Gr�unbaum[10℄, Barnette [2℄ and Barnette & Reay [3℄, see [7℄. We omment on three spei� values:� Barnette [2℄ proved (f1; f2) 6= (18; 16). This value has to be added to the list ofspeial \impossible pairs" in [2℄ and in [7℄.� In Barnette's paper, no proof is given for (f1; f2) 6= (26; 21). However, this an bederived from the inequalities in (3), see [11, page 48℄.� [2℄ lists (f1; f2) = (32; 25) as an impossible pair, but polytopes with these valuesexist.The impossible pairs from the above haraterizations allow one to exlude eleven integervetors that satisfy the onditions of (3.0){(3.2). These are the ones listed in (3.3). Allthese \exluded" ag-vetors satisfy f0 � 20 and f3 � 20.(5) For our omputational study, we have enumerated all the \potential ag-vetors" thatsatisfy the onditions of (3) in the range f0 � 20 and f3 � 20: There are exatlyn(f0 � 20; f3 � 20) = 54768suh potential ag-vetors.In partiular, note that f0 � 8 implies f3 � 20 by the Upper Bound Theorem. There are4 potential ag-vetors for f0 = 6,20 potential ag-vetors for f0 = 7, and86 potential ag-vetors for f0 = 8.We managed to generate 8363 ag-vetors in the range maxff0; f3g � 20 by ombining thefollowing methods:� generation of random polytopes whose verties have small integer oordinates,3



� generation of all 19 ag-vetors of simpliial polytopes in the range, aording to theg-theorem,� generation of all 165 ag-vetors of pyramids and bipyramids over 3-polytopes,� generation of all 4-dimensional 0/1-polytopes, whih yields 139 di�erent ag-vetors,� generation of ag-vetors by \utting o� simple verties" whenever existene of suha vertex was established, and� dualization: with eah ag-vetor we inluded the ag-vetor of the dual polytope.A great part of the analysis, in partiular, the generation and the analysis of randompolytopes and of the 0/1-polytopes, was performed in the POLYMAKE system of Gawrilow& Joswig [9℄.(6) For small numbers of verties, we obtained atual polytopes for nearly all potentialag-vetors.Theorem. All potential ag-vetors (that satisfy the onditions of setion (3)) with f0 � 7our as ag-vetors of onvex 4-polytopes, with the sole exeption of(7; 17; 9; 39):For f0 = 8, onvex polytopes exist for all potential ag-vetors, exept for the followingtwelve: (8; 19; 9; 42) (8; 20; 8; 40) (8; 20; 9; 43)(8; 20; 10; 46) (8; 21; 8; 39) (8; 21; 12; 51)(8; 22; 13; 55) (8; 23; 14; 59) (8; 24; 15; 63)(8; 21; 12; 52) (8; 22; 8; 38)� (8; 22; 13; 56)Of these twelve, the �rst nine lie in the interior of the onvex hull of atual ag-vetors of4-polytopes, while the last three lie outside the onvex hull.Proof. The potential ag-vetor (7; 17; 9; 39) was found by Bayer [5℄; it is impossiblesine it is not assumed in the omplete lassi�ation of all 4-polytopes with 7 verties [10,Set. 6.2℄. The non-realizability of the twelve vetors above follows from the lassi�ationof 4-polytopes with 8 verties by Altshuler & Steinberg [1℄. For this, we have omputedthe ag-vetors of all 4-polytopes with 8 verties from the data of the ombinatorial typesthat are given in Tables 1 and 3 of [1℄. There are 1294 di�erent ombinatorial types, butthey have only 74 di�erent ag-vetors | the 12 \potential ag-vetors" listed above arenon-realizable.It is an interesting hallenge to provide new ag-vetor inequalities that would \ut o�"some of the twelve potential ag-vetors given above. See [11, page 74℄ for more non-realized potential ag-vetors.(7) There is still a long way to go until we an laim to \understand" the ag-vetors, oreven just the f -vetors of 4-polytopes. For example, the \diagonal" ase of polytopes with4



f0 = f3 shows our ignorane. This ase is also relevant for the question about \fat-lattie"4-polytopes, as asked by Avis, Bremner & Seidel [4℄: how large isf(n) := maxff1 : (f0; f1; f3; f03) 2 F(P4); f0; f3 � ng ?This question is of onsiderable importane for the omplexity of onvex-hull algorithms!Here we note the following: addition of (3.1.1) and (3.2.3) yields2f1 � f0 + f3 + �f02 � = f 20 + f0 + 2f32 � (maxff0; f3g)2 + 3maxff0; f3g2and thus f1 � �n2 + 3n4 � for n := maxff0; f3g:And indeed, this inequality is sharp for potential f -vetors: for example, for f0 = f3 wehave the potential f -vetors.(4k; 4k2 + 3k; 4k; 4k2 + 11k) for k � 2;(4k + 1; 4k2 + 5k + 1; 4k + 1; 4k2 + 13k + 3) for k � 1;(4k + 2; 4k2 + 7k + 2; 4k + 2; 4k2 + 15k + 6) for k � 2;(4k + 2; 4k2 + 7k + 2; 4k + 2; 4k2 + 15k + 7) for k � 1;(4k + 3; 4k2 + 9k + 4; 4k + 3; 4k2 + 17k + 10) for k � 2; and(4k + 3; 4k2 + 9k + 4; 4k + 3; 4k2 + 17k + 11) for k � 1:However, these vetors are potential: for f0 = 8 (k = 2), the ag-vetor (8; 22; 8; 38) doesnot appear for any polytope (see the theorem above), and the maximal f1 (assumingf0 = f3) is obtained by (8; 21; 8; 38). Similarly, for f0 = 18 the largest f1 for a potentialag-vetor is attained by (18; 94; 18; 130), while the largest f1 we atually found was in(18; 61; 18; 102). So the gap (measured, e. g., in the ratio f1f0 ), widens as f0 = f3 gets larger.And indeed, a result of Edelsbrunner & Sharir [8℄ implies thatf03 = O(f02=3f32=3);whih is f03 = O(f04=3) in the \diagonal ase" where f0 = f3. Unfortunately, it seems tobe hard to get an expliit value for the onstant hidden in the \O" of this result.Here is a onjetured inequality for ag-vetors by M. Bayer [5, p. 149℄:2f0 � f1 + 3f3 � 15:We found no atual polytopes that would violate this onjeture. However, ounter-examples an be found among the sequenes of ag-vetors listed above, where f1 growsquadratially with n := f0 = f3. As spei� examples, we note the potential ag-vetors(13; 51; 13; 77) yields 2f0 � f1 + 3f3 = 14;(18; 91; 18; 127) yields = �1; and(20; 115; 20; 155) yields = �15:5



Here is another onjetured inequality for ag-vetors [5, p. 145℄:2f0 + f1 + 3f3 � f03 � 15:Again we found no atual polytopes that violate this onjeture, but there are ounter-examples among the potential f -vetors, suh as(15; 41; 15; 102) yields 2f0 + f1 + 3f3 � f03 = 14;(20; 61; 20; 162) yields = �1; and(20; 62; 20; 166) yields = �4:A muh stronger inequality, in some sense the \strongest possible" one, whih would implyall those just mentioned from [5℄ and from [8℄, was suggested by Billera and Ehrenborg(personal ommuniation): 2f0 � f1 + 9f3 � 2f03 � 45:Again, our data give lots of \potential f -vetors" that violate this, but no real ounter-example.Aknowledgement. Thanks to Marge Bayer for helpful omments and enouragement.Referenes[1℄ A. Altshuler & L. Steinberg: The omplete enumeration of the 4-polytopes andthe 3-spheres with eight verties, Pai� J. Math. 117 (1985), 1-16.[2℄ D. W. Barnette: The projetion of the f -vetors of 4-polytopes onto the (E; S)-plane, Disrete Math. 10 (1974), 201-216.[3℄ D. W. Barnette & J. R. Reay: Projetions of f -vetors of four-polytopes, J.Combinatorial Theory, Ser. A 15 (1973), 200-209.[4℄ D. Avis, D. Bremner & R. Seidel: How good are onvex hull algorithms? Com-putational Geometry: Theory and Appliations 7 (1997), 265{301.[5℄ M. M. Bayer: The extended f -vetors of 4-polytopes, J. Combinatorial Theory,Ser. A 44 (1987), 141-151.[6℄ M. M. Bayer & L. J. Billera: Generalized Dehn-Sommerville relations for poly-topes, spheres and Eulerian partially ordered sets, Inventiones Math. 79 (1985), 143-157.[7℄ M. M. Bayer & C. W. Lee: Combinatorial aspets of onvex polytopes, in: \Hand-book of Convex Geometry" (P. Gruber and J. Wills, eds.), North-Holland, Amsterdam1993, pp. 485-534. 6
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